
BHARATIYA VIDYA BHVAN’S VIDYASHRAM: NIRD CAMPUS: RAJENDRANAGAR 
I TERM VACATION HOLIDAY HOME WORK 

Class: LKG A & B 
 
English  - Colour the alphabets given in page no. 51 to 59 [term-1 book]. 
     Write capital and small letters in English C.W. 
 
 
Numbers - 1 to 50 [oral] 
         Write 1 to 10 numbers in numbers notebook. 
 
 
Activity - Colour the pictures given in page no. 144 and 145. 
 
 
 
Class:UKG A & B 
 
English- learn the concept of ‘a’ and ‘an; & ‘This’and ‘That’. 
 
Number book- Practice additions and numbers 1 to 100. 
 
EVS- Learn the spellings of animals and their babies, creepy insects, birds and parts of the face Page nos. 
130,132 and 134 
 
Story telling- Learn two stories the cap seller & the monkeys and the pigeon & and the ant. 
 
Rhymes- Learn all the rhymes of Term I book. 
 
 
Class: I A & B 
 
English- 1. Make a booklet of keywords from English text book from Block-I to 12 and learn for spell  
                    check. 
   2. Write your daily and special activities on November 29, 30 and October 1 in separate  A-4 
      papers 
 
 
Maths- 1. Complete project work from Text book page no. 151 in A- 4 paper 
  2. Complete Revision Questions from T.B. page no. 168 to 173 in T.B. only 
 
 
EVS- 1. Paste pictures of any 3 plants in scrap book. Write about their names and one thing special about  
            each plant. 
         2. Complete project work page no. 122 from Text book in scrap book. 
 
II Lang- 1. Write A to Va letters 2 times on a4 size sheet. 
 2. Paste a picture of each Hindi letter on A4 sheets   
 
Telugu- 1. Make a flash cards(ka to bandira)letters and to : symbols. 
  2. A to Bandira for each letter paste 3 pictures on A4 size sheet. 
 
 
                



 
BHARATIYA VIDYA BHVAN’S VIDYASHRAM: NIRD CAMPUS: RAJENDRANAGAR 

Class: II A & B 
 
English- 1. write 30 compound words oan A4 sheets 
   2. Write 15 questions starting with words How, Where, What , Why, Who and When on A4 size 
                    Sheets. 
 
Maths- 1.Complete project work in T.B. page no. 91 on A4 sheets. 
 2. Complete Revision questions in T.B. page no. 160 to 165. 
 3. Learn tables from 2 to 10. 
 
E.V.S.- 1.Write 10 ways to keep your schook clean. Tick things you are already doing and circle the things  
               you will start doing on A4 size sheets. 

2. Draw a picture of your house and describe your house and roof on A4 sheet. 
 3. Learn and write keywords from T.B. Block- 1 to 12 on A4 sheet. 
 
Telugu- 1. Learn and write poem with poctures on A4 size sheet. Page no. 56. 
  2. make a flash cards (ottulu ka to bandira) letters. 
 
Hindi- 1. Aa se Aai ki Matra tak(from every matra) related 5 words with pictures. 
            2. 1 to 10 numbers (in Hindi letters). 
 
Class: III A & B 
 
Science- 1. Write th keywords of Block 1 to Block 12 twice on an A4 size sheets and learn the spellings  
                   and meaning. 
   2. Write the importance of different organ systems of ou body in the scrap book or A4 sheet. 
   3. Complete project work T.B. page no. 98. 
 
English- 1.write the keywords of Block 1 to 12 twice on an A4 sheet and learn the spellings and meaning. 
   2. Do the project work given in T.B. page no.109 in the scrap book or A4 sheet. 
 
Social- 1. Make a booklet of keywords from Block 1 to 12. Learn the spellings. 
 2. Collect pictures of different kinds of grains, pulses and spices, paste on scrap book and write 
                 their uses. 
 3. Write any 2 simple recipes of food from state and paste pictures in A4 sheet. 
 
Class : IV A & B  
 
Science: 1. Learn & write key words of Bl 1 to Bl 12 
               2. Do project work of Bl 18 from textbook ( page no. 116) 
 
Social:1. Do the given project in page. 92 and page. 98 
           2. Design a greeting car for a festival of your choice 
 
English: 1. Learn the poem “ Silver” in page no. 91 and “The Fly” in page no. 94 
             2. Write difficult words from Block: 1,2,4,6,8 and 11 in A4 size paper and learn for spell check 
 
II Language (Hindi): Write Key words (or0 hard words ( 2 times) from 1 to 10 lessons  
                                   Learn All Question amd Answers from 1 to 10 lessons 
 
Maths : Do the project work from the textbook page no. 85 in A4 sheet 
               Practice revision questions from textbook page no. 160 to 165 



               Learn tables from 2 to 15 
 
II Language (Telegu): 1. Learn and write Q and Ans 1 time from lessons 6,7,8 on a4 sheet 
                                      2. Write any 5 panchatantra stories with moral and paste pictures   
 
Class: V A & B 
 
English: Read any story from famous five / secret seven written by Enid Blyton. Write in brief how the 
mystery was solved on A4 sheet. 
 
Hindi: Write keywords/hardwords from lessons 1 to 10 and Q and Ans on A4 sheets 
          Learn Q and Ans of lessons 1 to 10 and come 
 
Telegu: 1. Learn letter writing 
              2.Learn essay writng   
              3.Learn vibhaktulu 
              4.Learn & Write objective from lessons 9,10,11,12, 
              5.Learn & Write Q/Ans (short) from Half yearly  portion 
 
Maths: Solve example questions marked in the T.B make s crossword puzzle in geometry chapter 
             Learn tables from 2 to 15 
 
Science: Answer the given questions from half yearly  portion. Learn and write on A4 sheet. 
               Collect information about any planet and write on chart 
               Prepare a model of any simple machine 
 
Social: Write about the 3R’s with examples in A4 sheet papers 
             Write 10 causes of man made pollution and write ways to prevent them 
             Write 10 steps to conserve natural resources. 
 
 
Class: VI A & B 
 
English: Read  ‘ Charlie and the chocolate factory ‘ and write on A4 sheet  
1.Who all entered the chocolate factory? How did they enter 
2. What did you learn finally? 
3.Write about the experience of all six characters 
 
II Language: Learn for  the half yearly exams 
 
III Language: Learn for the half yearly exams 
 
Maths: Solve the questions marked in the text book 
 
Science: Answer the given questions on A4 sheets from half yearly portion 
               Prepare a model of electric circuit 
 
Social: Answer the given questions on A4 sheets from half yearly portion 
 
 
Class : VII A & B 

English: 1. Write about your experiences “ Travelling through a Village” (Dairy Note) in note book 
               2. pg no.81 expand words (in text book). 



              3.Pg no. 82 and 83 A,B,C adverbs (in text book). 
              4.Read the dram’’when fished laughed’’.imagine you are vazirs son amir.write a letter to your  
                 friend describing how you solved the problem(notebook). 
              5.pg.no 91 dictionary verb(a4 sheet)disappointing,consolingly,embrace,argument,reward 
 
II LANG(HINDI):learn for halfyearly exams. 
              (telugu):learn and write question and answers on a4 sheet of lessons 3,4 and5 
                             Collect information of kakatiya dynasty and paste pictures in a4 sheet along with  
                             information. 
III  LANG(HINDI):Complete choose the correct answer in textbook of lessons 1 to 10. 
                (TELUGU):lekha;Padyam pg.no 17;Aatalu(vyasam)          
                                   Objectives from half yearly portion in a4 sheet and question and answer of half  
                                   yearly portion. 
                Sanskrit: Slokas meaning and paste the pictures related or draw.      
 
SCIENCE(BIO):Learn question and ans of first six lessons and make model for science exhibition. 
Physics : write given questions and answer in a4 sheeet and learn.make one working model on electric  
                 circuits. 
Chemistry: write questions and answers which are given in a4 sheet and make ppt on waste water story. 
SOCIAL: practise the revision questions in revision note book. 
 

CLASS:VIIIA /B 
ENGLISH: read swami and friends novel and answer the following questions in a4 sheet. 

(i) Swamis patriotisom and love for cricket match.(ii) feelings of friends when they were 

parting. 

IILANG (TELUGU): collect any two folk poems. 

(ii) Write about any folk art and practise. 

(iii) Prepare for halfyearly examination. 

III LANG (SANKRIT):chandovignanam. 

               (HINDI):key words or hard words from 1 to 10 lessons and 17th 18thlesssons on a4 sheet. 

               (TELUGU):learn and write:(i) bhashabagalu; (ii)letter writing; (iii)vyasam 
                                                   (iv)All the objective and question answers. 

 

SOCIAL: write the answers for the given questions in the holiday homework book, write each 

answer two times. 

 

SCIENCE(BIO):prepare models for exhibitions from the lessons completed. 

(physics) write the answers for given questions on a4 sheet. 

              (ii)make working model for any one concept. 

(chemistry):write the answers given questions on a4sheet and learn. 

(ii)make power point presentation on air and water pollution. 

MATHS: solve questions marked in text book. 



 
CLASS: IX  A& B 
ENGLISH: complete work book exercises. read 1and 2 voyages in Gulliver’s travel. 
SOCIAL: Collect information on the topics given by your group and complete the project work. 
Write the answers for given questions in holiday homework book of half yearly portion. Each answer two 
times. 
MATHS: solve the problems given below in a4 sheet or practise book. 
Pg.no:132 q1 and q5;Pg no.: 201 example 1;Pg no:203:q4,q5;Pg.no 206:q1,q4;Pg.no.207:q6,q8 
Pg.no:212: example 2;Pg no: 213:q5;Pg no 216:q2;Pg no 217:q6,q9;Pg no 221:q2,q7;Pg no 220:example 4,5 
Pg no 225:q4,q6;Pg no 224:example 7,8;Pg no:245:q3;Pg no 246:q6;Pg no 258:q2;Pg no 259:q5 
Pg no 260:q6;Pg no 261:q8;Pg no 266:example 8;Pg no 269:exersice:14.4:q2,q3;Pg no 278:example 3 
Pg no :281:example 8;Pg no 283:q1;Pg no 284:q7;Pg no 285:q11;Pg no 4: example 2;Pg no 7: example 8 
Pgno 11:example 8;Pg no 16:example 11;Pg no 19:example 13;Pg no 24:q5 (i) (iii) ;Pg no 26 q3 (i) (iv) 
Pg no 33:example 3;Pg no 38:example 1;Pg no 44:q3 (i) (iii),q4 (ii) (iii)q5 (i) (iii);Pg no 47:example 23 
Pg no 49:q5(i) (iii);Pg no 50:q16(i) (iii);Pg no 63:example 4 exercise 3.3;Pg no 65:q1;Pg no:70:exersice 
4.3,q2(i) (iii)q4;Pg no 86:q4 q6;Pg no 103:example 6;Pg no 104:q5;Pg no 106:example 8;Pg no: 108:q5 
Pg no 119:q5;Pg no 120:q6;Pg no 121 theorem 7.2;Pg no 124:q5 ;Pg no 128q1. 
 
II LANG (TELUGU): Write the given objective in a4 sheet. 
               ( HINDI):write book review of any book. write 10 advertisements, 10 conservations, each  
                              person 16 dialogues. 
 
SCIENCE:( BIO):Answer the given questions on a4 sheet from halfyearly portion.(ii)prepare models for  
                            science exhibition from lessons completed. 
(chemistry):answer the given questions in a4 sheet and learn them.(ii)prepare a power point presentation on  
                     “atomic structure” i.e chapter 4 
(physics):answer the given questions in a4 sheet .(ii) prepare a working model on any one concept of physics. 

 
Class : X A / B 
ENGLISH: read the entire novel-write about each character from thee novel in a4 sheet.(ii)complete 

work book exercises. 

II LANG: learn and write shatakamadhurima and pratipadardalu in a4 sheet. 

              (ii)read non-detail sri Ramayana and complete notes. 

Sanskrit: write five lines each about 10 pictures. 

            (ii)completearunachal Pradesh excerises 

MATHS: complete the Sums  in a4 sheet. 

Chapter-real numbers  
Pg no 6 ;eg2,3;Pgno 7;ex 1.1 Q 2,4,5;Pgno 11 ;ex 1.2; q 2 bit2,q3 bit2,q5,6; 
Pgno 12 and 13; eg 9,10,11; 
Chapter- polynomials 
Pgno;30 eg 2,3;Pgno 32 ,eg5;Pgno 3 3ex 2.2 , q 1 bit 5 q2 bit2;Pgno ;36 ex 2.3 ,q1 bit2 ,q2 bit3, q3,4 
Chapter-Liner equations  
Pgno 44 ,ex 3.1 ,q1;Pg 48 eg 6;Pg 49 ex 3.2 q1 bit1 ,q2  bit 1,q3 bit 5;Pg 53 ex 3.3 q1 bit 4,q3 bit1,3,5,6;Pg 56 ex 
3.4 q2 bit 1 ,3;Pg 61 eg16 ;Pgno 62 ex 3.5 q 3 ,4 bit 1,4,5;Pg n 63 ex 17  
Pg 64 eg 18 ,19;Pg no 67 ex 3.6 q1 bit 8 ;q2 bit 1 ,2 
Chapter quadratic equations  
Pg no 73 ex 4.1 q2 bit 3 ,4 ;Pgno 76 ex 4.2 q3 ,4,5,;Pg no 80 eg 7,8,9;Pg 84 eg11,12 ;Pg 87  eg 15  
Pg 88  ex 4.3 ; q7,8,9,10;Pg no 91 ex 4.4 q1 bit 3 ;q2 bit 2 ,q5; 
 
 



Chapter – triangles 
All theorems: Bpt , converseBPT, pythogorus, Areas of similar triangles;Pg 127  eg2 ;Pg 129 ex 6.2 q 5,9 ;Pg no 136 
eg 7 
Pg 140 ex 6.3  q 7,12,15;Pg no 149 eg 13 ,14; pg 151 ex 6.3  q-11 ,12, 
 Chapter- trigonometry  
Pg 181 ex 8.1 q 3,7,8,;Pg- 187 ex 8.2  q 1,3;Pg 189  eg 10 ;Pg 190  ex 8.3 q 5,6 ;Pg 194  ex 8.4  q 5 bit 3to10; 
Chapter – applications of trigonometry  
Pg 204 – q 6,8,11,13,15,16,14, 
Chapter – circles  
theorems 1,2,;Pg  214 ex 10.2 q 4,6,8,10,11,12,13 
chapter- statistics 
Pg 270 ex 14 .1 q 3,6;Pgno 275 ex 14.2 q1;Pg 287 ex 14.3 q 3;Pg 293 ex 14.4  q 3 
Chapter –probability 
Pg no 308 ex 15.1 q 5,6,13,14,24,20  

 

SOCIAL: complete the revision questions two times in holiday homework book. 

              Collect information on any one natural disaster for project work. 

SCIENCE(physics):complete the given practical and theory questions in a4 sheet. 

                                (ii)make any innovative  working model on magnetic effects of electricity.        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


